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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a vehicle navigation
system, comprising a planner for a route to be followed
which includes the indication of a manoeuvre location
in which the vehicle is to carry out a manoeuvre, detec-
tion means for detecting an instantaneous vehicle loca-
tion, and an instruction generator for supplying a driver
with a direct advice describing the manoeuvre and a no-
tification for notifying the direct advice.
[0002] A system of this kind is used, for example to
assist a car driver en route to his or her destination. To
this end, the system utilizes information concerning fea-
sible roads to the intended destination and determines
a route to be followed from the instantaneous location
to said destination. At appropriate manoeuvre locations,
the system supplies the driver with instructions regard-
ing manoeuvres to be carried out so as to follow said
route. These instructions may be visible, audible or com-
bined instructions. A system issuing a combination of
visible and audible messages is described in a United
States Patent Application assigned to the assignee of
the present Application, corresponding to European Ap-
plication EP 534533-A1. An important aspect is the in-
stant at which an instruction is given. If the instruction
is given too late, the driver will not have sufficient time
to carry out the manoeuvre safely. If the instruction is
given too early, the driver's attention will be focused ex-
cessively long on the manoeuvre to be executed and
the driver may even become confused as regards the
correctness of the procedure. Both problems strongly
affect the usability of the system and may give rise to
hazardous traffic situations. It is known to issue the in-
struction a fixed distance ahead of the location where
the manoeuvre is to be carried out. A system described
in International Patent Application WO 93/09510, addi-
tionally takes the instantaneous speed of the vehicle into
account so as to determine the instant at which the in-
struction is issued. The aim is to ensure that a driver
approaching the location of the manoeuvre at a high
speed still has enough time to react.
[0003] The known navigation systems determine the
instant at which the instruction is issued in a manner
such that for many drivers a more or less acceptable
result is obtained in many situations. The instant thus
determined, however, is often far from optimum, be-
cause various circumstances actually involved are not
taken into account in determining this instant. Examples
of such circumstances are unchanging circumstances,
such as the type of road, width of the road and type of
manoeuvre to be carried out, but also incidental circum-
stances such as the driver's knowledge of the area, driv-
ing experience, and weather conditions. In the known
navigation systems especially the incidental circum-
stances hardly receive attention for the determination of
the instant at which the instruction is issued. As a result,
the known systems issue an instruction regarding a ma-
noeuvre to be carried out at an instant which is not op-

timum from a point of view of ergonomy and traffic safe-
ty.
[0004] The European patent application EP 580 166
A2 describes a system that gives different instructions
concerning a manoeuvre when approaching a manoeu-
vre location. An advance notice is given when the ap-
proaching vehicle is still relatively far away from the ma-
noeuvre location, in order to allow the driver preparing
for the manoeuvre. When the vehicle has further ap-
proached the manoeuvre location, a guide notice is giv-
en indicating that the particular manoeuvre is about to
be executed. This known system further provides the
driver with a possibility to suppress the issue of spoken
notices of the system.
[0005] It is an object of the invention to provide a nav-
igation system of the kind set forth in which the issuing
of an instruction, and notably the instant thereof, is more
compatible with the traffic conditions concerning a ma-
noeuvre location, so that a driver can drive a car
equipped with the system more safely.
[0006] To this end, the navigation system in accord-
ance with the invention is characterised in that the sys-
tem is arranged to issue a life sign in order to indicate
an operational status of the system and that the instruc-
tion generator is arranged:

- to issue the direct advice if the vehicle is present
within a direct advice window which extends from a
lower boundary at a distance DAmin from the ma-
noeuvre location to an upper boundary at a distance
DAmax from the manoeuvre location,

- to issue the notification if the vehicle is present with-
in a notification window which extends from a lower
boundary at a distance NOmin from the manoeuvre
location to an upper boundary at a distance NOmax
from the manoeuvre location, and

- to issue the life sign when the vehicle is present
within a life sign window which extends from a lower
boundary at a distance LSmin from the manoeuvre
location,

whereby at least one of the boundaries is determined
dynamically.
[0007] On given route segments the situation may oc-
cur that no direct advice and notification are required for
a prolonged period of time, because the vehicle need
not carry out any manoeuvres on such a segment. So
as not to leave the driver in doubt, the system according
to the invention issues a life sign which need not be di-
rectly related to an upcoming manoeuvre but which is
intended to confirm the correct course of events. Such
a life sign may be an explicit confirmation of the manoeu-
vre last carried out or a general indication that the route
followed is correct. If the manoeuvre locations are not
spaced too far apart, the relevant notifications and ad-
vices will succeed one another at short intervals. In
those circumstances no life sign will be issued.
[0008] The instruction generator is arranged to issue
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three types of instruction. A given type of instruction is
issued when the vehicle is present within a given dis-
tance range, referred to as a window, ahead of the ma-
noeuvre location. A window in the navigation system
has two aspects. On the one hand, the window is a time
window calculated in times relative to the anticipated
time of arrival at the manoeuvre location. An aspect of
a time window is, for example how many seconds in ad-
vance a given direct advice must be issued. On the other
hand, the window is a distance window calculated in dis-
tances from the manoeuvre location. An aspect is then,
for example in which position the system should issue
a given direct advice. The navigation system is suitable
for converting one aspect of a window into the other as-
pect. In given circumstances the variation of the vehicle
speed upon approaching the manoeuvre location is an-
ticipated. The organisation of the issuing of the various
types of instructions in different ranges offers the advan-
tage that these types of instructions can be adapted to
one another as well as to the manoeuvre location.
[0009] An embodiment of the navigation system in ac-
cordance with the invention is described in Claim 3. Us-
ing these formulas, the instruction generator determines
the ranges in which the various types of instructions
must be issued in a real case. The instruction generator
converts periods of time, chosen on the basis of ergo-
nomic considerations, into distances from the manoeu-
vre location and takes into account the above depend-
encies by utilising the formulas. When the instantane-
ous vehicle speed is high, the instruction generator is-
sues the instruction in a position which is more remote
from the manoeuvre location than when the speed is
low. By taking the vehicle speed into account in deter-
mining the position in which the instruction is issued, ad-
equate time is always granted to react to the instruction.
[0010] After having received the instruction, a driver
will require a given period of time to respond to the in-
struction and interpret it. Subsequently, the driver will
need a given period of time to evaluate the instruction,
to take a decision, and to commence an action so as to
carry out or prepare a given manoeuvre. In the naviga-
tion system an instant at which an instruction is issued
is related to the anticipated instant of arrival at the ma-
noeuvre location. Furthermore, the system converts the
instant at which the instruction is issued into a position
on the road. In this embodiment the instruction genera-
tor takes into account the distance travelled during the
response time, so that the position in which the instruc-
tion is issued better suits the circumstances.
[0011] The navigation system has information availa-
ble concerning the manoeuvre to be carried out and it
can derive therefrom the speed at which the manoeuvre
can be carried out. If the instantaneous vehicle speed
is higher than this manoeuvre speed, in determining the
position for issuing the instruction the instruction gener-
ator takes into account the distance required so as to
reduce the speed. The advantage thereof resides in the
fact that the position in which the instruction is issued is

accurately determined in conformity with the relevant
circumstances.
[0012] An embodiment of the navigation system in ac-
cordance with the invention is described in Claim 4. On
the basis of a number of road-characterising data
present, the system can determine the speed at which
the upcoming manoeuvre can be carried out. The ad-
vantage thereof consists in that the position for issuing
the instruction can thus be accurately determined in
conformity with the relevant circumstances.
[0013] An embodiment of the navigation system in ac-
cordance with the invention is described in Claim 7. If
two manoeuvre locations are situated at such a short
distance from one another that no separate notification
can be given for the second manoeuvre location, con-
catenation of the direct advices achieves that the sec-
ond manoeuvre location is nevertheless announced in
time. The advantage consists in that during or immedi-
ately after the execution of the first manoeuvre the sec-
ond manoeuvre can be taken into account, if necessary.
[0014] The invention will be described in detail here-
inafter, by way of example, with reference to the draw-
ing; therein:

Fig. 1 shows a model concerning the issuing of di-
rect advice,
Fig. 2 shows a model with windows for issuing in-
structions,
Fig. 3 shows a model with the speed-dependency
of the windows,
Fig. 4 shows a detailed example of the windows,
and
Fig. 5 shows a second detailed example of the win-
dows.

[0015] Corresponding references in the drawing de-
note similar elements.
[0016] Fig. 1 shows a model concerning the issuing
of a direct advice when a manoeuvre location is ap-
proached. The road on which a vehicle travels in a di-
rection 100 is denoted by the reference 102 and the ma-
noeuvre location is denoted by the reference 104. After
the advice has been given, several periods of time
elapse, as explained hereinafter, during which the vehi-
cle travels on the road. This is symbolically represented
by plotting the periods of time as columns above the
road; it is to be noted that the width of the columns in
the Figures is not proportional to the actual period of
time or the distance travelled. Row 106 contains the
designation of the periods of time, T1 to T6. The row
108 contains the speed of the vehicle during the periods
of time, and row 110 states the driver's activity during
these periods of time. During T1 the instruction gener-
ator issues an instruction describing the manoeuvre to
be carried out and completes this operation at 112. The
instruction may be a spoken message, supplemented
by a symbol on a display of the navigation system. The
driver subsequently requires a period of time T2 for a
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first response which is denoted by the reference 114.
Subsequently, during T3 the driver interprets the instruc-
tion received at 116 and, after evaluation 118 in the pe-
riod T4, the driver makes a decision as regards an action
in preparation of the manoeuvre to be carried out. In the
example of Fig. 1 the manoeuvre is a turn off at an in-
tersection; the preparatory action then consists in reduc-
ing the speed to the speed Vj at which turning off will
take place. After the decision has been taken at 120, the
driver requires a further period T5 to start the actual de-
celeration, denoted by 122. At 124 the actual decelera-
tion commences and after a period T6 the vehicle has
reached the desired speed at the junction 104. The pe-
riods T2+T3+T4+T5 together are referred to as Tresponse
and are considered to be the driver's response time. Af-
ter an instruction has been issued, the vehicle continues
to travel at the original speed V for the entire response
time. It is only during T6 that the speed is reduced.
[0017] Fig. 2 shows a model with windows for the var-
ious types of instruction. The windows are positioned in
relation to the road 102 in order to indicate how various
windows can become active at various points along the
road as the manoeuvre location 104 is approached.
There is a life sign window 202 in which instructions are
issued which are not directly related to a manoeuvre to
be carried out. These life signs serve to confirm to the
driver the correct operation of the navigation system and
the correctness of the route followed. By giving life
signs, it is prevented that the driver does not receive any
information from the system for a prolonged period of
time. In the notification window 204 instructions are giv-
en which anticipate as a preliminary advice on the in-
struction indicating the actual manoeuvre. Such a pre-
liminary advice draws the driver's attention to the fact
that a manoeuvre location is coming up and, if neces-
sary, the driver can already be informed to some extent
as regards the nature of the manoeuvre to be carried
out. In the direct advice window the instructions describ-
ing which manoeuvre is to be carried out and in which
location are issued.
[0018] In a given embodiment of the navigation sys-
tem, instructions are issued in a manner which will be
illustrated on the basis of the following example. In this
example a car travels on a road to an intersection where
a given turn is to be taken. For as long as the distance
from the intersection is comparatively large, the system
does not yet supply instructions concerning the intersec-
tion but only general route information. This information
is intended mainly to put the driver at ease. At such a
comparatively large distance the car is present within
the life sign window. After some time, the car has come
so near to the intersection that the system warns that
an intersection is coming up. The system then also pro-
vides an indication as to the type of manoeuvre to be
carried out at the relevant intersection. At this distance
the car is present within the notification window. Finally,
when the car has come even nearer to the intersection
the system issues the instruction to carry out the ma-

noeuvre. At this distance the car is within the direct ad-
vice window. When the car is in one of the above win-
dows, the system can repeat the message associated
with the relevant window. Furthermore, the repeated
message can be adapted to changing circumstances,
for example by stating the actual distance from the ma-
noeuvre location each time when a notification is given.
However, other adaptations are also possible.
[0019] An example of a life sign is a confirmation that
a manoeuvre just executed was correct or a confirma-
tion that the route being followed is correct. Another pos-
sibility consists in a description of certain objects in the
immediate vicinity of the vehicle, provided that this type
of information is available to the navigation system. A
notification has two functions: it is an indication that
something is coming up and it is a first description of
what is coming up. An example of a notification is the
message "LEFT TURN COMING UP". This message on
the one hand acts as an indication that a manoeuvre
has to be performed after some time, and on the other
hand allows for the manoeuvre to be prepared, i.e. in
this case switching to the left lane when the road in ques-
tion comprises several lanes. An example of a direct ad-
vice associated with the above notification is the mes-
sage "TURN LEFT". The direct advice and the notifica-
tion contain data relating primarily to the vehicle and its
movements. Considering his task, a driver derives an
action for himself therefrom. This difference can be il-
lustrated on the basis of a practical traffic example: a
sign over a highway bears the indication 70 km/h. This
sign indicates the maximum permissible vehicle speed.
A driver will interpret this as deceleration to 70 km/h.
[0020] In one embodiment of the navigation system
the instructions do not consist exclusively of spoken
messages; in addition a symbol characterizing the ma-
noeuvre to be executed is displayed. It is ensured that
a symbol of an instruction is visible on the display at the
instant at which the relevant message is spoken.
[0021] The life sign window in Fig. 2 starts at point
208, being situated, for example immediately after a pre-
ceding manoeuvre location, and terminates at point 210.
Following an intermediate space, the notification win-
dow commences at point 212 and terminates at 214. Fi-
nally, after a further intermediate space the direct advice
window commences at 216. The direct advice window
terminates at point 218. With a view to traffic safety no
further instructions are given between the point 218 and
the manoeuvre location. The boundaries of the direct
advice window and the notification window are deter-
mined on the basis of a number of ambient factors and
are related to the manoeuvre location in respect of po-
sition. For the life sign window, however, the boundary
210 is dependent on the manoeuvre location 104 but
the boundary 208 is dependent on the preceding ma-
noeuvre location. The width of a life sign window is thus
determined by the distance between the relevant ma-
noeuvre locations. In the case of a small spacing ther-
ebetween, the life sign window, and hence a life sign,
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may be fully absent. It may also occur that in similar tem-
poral conditions the notification is not given. The direct
advice is issued on the basis of the considerations de-
scribed with reference to Fig. 1. The determination of
the direct advice window and the instant at which the
direct advice is issued takes into account the distance
travelled by the vehicle during said period Tresponse.
[0022] The positions of the boundaries of the windows
in Fig. 2 are chosen so that adequate time is available
to carry out the actions associated with the relevant ma-
noeuvre. This means that a boundary need not be situ-
ated at a fixed distance from the manoeuvre location,
but that this distance is dependent on the speed of the
vehicle. In the case of a high speed, the distance from
the manoeuvre location will have to be longer than in
the case of a low speed. In a given embodiment of the
system, the deceleration behaviour of the vehicle is ac-
curately modelled. In addition to the instantaneous
speed of the vehicle, a prescribed minimum decelera-
tion of the vehicle and a friction coefficient of the road
are taken into account. The use of such a model is nec-
essary because the distance required for deceleration
is strongly dependent on the instantaneous speed. This
distance is proportional to the square of the difference
between the instantaneous speed and the desired
speed. Furthermore, the position of a boundary is de-
pendent on the speed at which a manoeuvre is to be
carried out. In the case of a turn on an intersection with
secondary roads, the speed will have to be much lower
than in the case of an exit on a clover leaf of main roads
with sweeping curves. If a lower speed is required to
carry out the manoeuvre, a longer path will be required
to reduce the vehicle speed to said lower speed. In an
embodiment of the system in accordance with the in-
vention, the distance required for deceleration is taken
into account in the determination of the boundaries of
the windows.
[0023] As a result of the use of the various types of
instruction, the driver continuously has information
available as regards the route followed. In a given em-
bodiment of the system in accordance with the inven-
tion, the distance from the manoeuvre location is dis-
played and continuously updated.
[0024] Fig. 3 shows a model with the speed depend-
ency of said windows. The horizontal axis in the Figure
represents the road 102 leading to the manoeuvre loca-
tion 104. On the vertical axis the vehicle speed is plotted,
increasing from 0 to a given maximum speed Vmax still
supported by the system. The speed Vj is the speed at
which the vehicle can carry out the manoeuvre, and the
speed Vr is the speed which is characteristic of the road
on which the vehicle travels. For a given vehicle speed,
corresponding to a given horizontal line in the Figure,
the boundaries used for the three windows by the sys-
tem can be read. In the case of a high vehicle speed,
the boundaries will be situated further from the manoeu-
vre location, as is denoted by the oblique lines in Fig. 3.
When the vehicle speed is lower than the speed Vj, the

boundaries remain in fixed positions and no longer
change as the speed changes.
[0025] An embodiment of the navigation system in ac-
cordance with the invention determines the boundaries
by means of the following formulas:
if V is larger than Vj:

if V is smaller than Vj:

Therein:

DAmin the lower boundary 218 of the direct ad-
vice window

DAww the width (in time) of the direct advice win-
dow

DAmax the upper boundary 216 of the direct ad-
vice window

DANO the space (in time) between the direct ad-
vice window and the notification window

NOmin the lower boundary 214 of the notification
window

NOww the width (in time) of the notification win-
dow

NOmax the upper boundary 212 of the notification
window

NOLS the space (in time) between the notifica-
tion window and the life sign window

LSmin the lower boundary 210 of the life sign

DAmin = V x Tresponse + (V
2

- Vj
2
) / 4

DAmax = DAmin + (V x DAww)

NOmin = DAmax + (V x DANO)

NOmax = NOmin + (V x NOww)

LSmin = NOmax + (V x NOLS)

DAmin = Vj x Tresponse

DAmax = DAmin + (Vj x DAww)

NOmin = DAmax + (Vj x DANO)

NOmax = NOmin + (Vj x NOww)

LSmin = NOmax + (Vj x NOLS)
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window
Tresponse the time between the end of the message

and the beginning of deceleration of the
vehicle

V the instantaneous vehicle speed
Vj the speed at which the manoeuvre can be

carried out.

A vehicle can enter the road 102 of Fig. 3 at various
positions relative to the manoeuvre location. The vehicle
will usually arrive on the line 102 via a manoeuvre at an
intersection. Because the speed is still low due to the
preceding manoeuvre, the vehicle will be present at a
point at the bottom of Fig. 3. In order to determine the
type of instruction to be issued by the system, a speed
increase to Vr, being the characteristic speed for the
road 102, is anticipated. Such anticipation prevents an
excessively fast succession of different messages
which would otherwise occur due to the acceleration of
the vehicle. The boundaries of the windows have been
chosen for a vehicle which initially approaches the ma-
noeuvre location at a constant speed; therefore, a
strongly accelerating vehicle should be dealt with in a
specific way.
[0026] A Figure such as Fig. 3 shows only the speed
dependency of the boundaries of the windows. For such
a Figure a choice for some other parameters is made in
conformity with the circumstances. Examples of such
parameters are the class of road on which the vehicle
travels and the type of area in which the road extends.
A given embodiment of the system in accordance with
the invention utilizes the following parameter table:

The road class represents the importance of a road in
relation to the entire infrastructure. In this embodiment
the following classes are defined:

road class rural urban

Vr Vj Vr Vj

0 130 90 100 90
1 100 60 90 50
2 90 50 70 40
3 80 40 50 30
4 80 40 50 30
5 60 30 30 20
6 40 20 20 10

0 motorway
1 main road
2 primary connector
3 local connector
4 local distributor
5 estate road
6 restricted road

[0027] Fig. 4 shows a detailed example of the above
model. The distance from the intersection is plotted on
the horizontal axis and the vehicle speed is plotted on
the vertical axis. The various windows in this Figure
have been determined for a motorway.
[0028] Fig. 5 shows a further detailed example of the
model. The windows have been determined in the same
way as in Fig. 4, be it for a local distributor in an urban
area.
[0029] A system in accordance with the invention bas-
es the boundaries of the windows inter alia on the speed
Vj at which the vehicle can execute a manoeuvre. This
speed Vj can be determined on the basis of other infor-
mation concerning the manoeuvre location and the road
on which the vehicle travels. A number of examples of
this information will be described hereinafter. A road is
a link whereto a given importance may be assigned; it
may, for example be the sole link between two large cit-
ies. The roads are classified on the basis of this impor-
tance. An important link is constructed so that it can han-
dle a large amount of traffic; this means that manoeu-
vres can be carried out faster on such a road. Further-
more, there is the nature of the road. Examples thereof
are a motorway, a main road with separate lanes, and
a service road. The number of lanes of a road also forms
an indication as regards the manoeuvre locations on the
road, and hence an indication as regards the speed at
which manoeuvres can be carried out. The type of ma-
noeuvre location is also important: a turn at an intersec-
tion with perpendicularly crossing roads will be carried
out more slowly than a turn at a Y fork where a split-off
road continues with a slight curve. The area in which a
manoeuvre location is situated is also of importance. In
this case a distinction is usually made between an urban
area and a rural area.
[0030] Some types of manoeuvre location are preced-
ed by a comparatively long segment of the associated
road. Examples in this respect are an exit of a motorway
where a long exit lane enables the traffic to decelerate
adjacent the main lanes, and a bifurcation of a major
road into two other roads where the two roads extend
in parallel up to the actual bifurcation over a long dis-
tance, so as to allow the traffic to choose the correct
road. For this type of manoeuvre location a manoeuvre
should be executed prior to the actual manoeuvre loca-
tion; therefore, in a system in accordance with the in-
vention a predetermined distance is added to the bound-
aries of the windows for these situations.
[0031] Upon following of a route, successive manoeu-
vre locations may be situated at such a short distance
from one another that there is no time to issue a notifi-
cation for the second manoeuvre location. In order to
enable a notification to be issued nevertheless, the di-
rect advices of the two manoeuvre locations can be con-
catenated and issued prior to the first manoeuvre loca-
tion. During the execution of the first manoeuvre the sec-
ond manoeuvre can thus already be taken into account,
for example by already choosing a given lane.
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[0032] The road 102 of Fig. 2 may comprise other lo-
cations, for example intersections, ahead of the ma-
noeuvre location, without the vehicle having to carry out
a manoeuvre at said other locations. If such other loca-
tion is present within the direct advice window, i.e. be-
tween the points 218 and 216, there is a risk of uncer-
tainty as to which road location the direct advice relates.
A system in accordance with the invention, therefore,
takes up other locations present in the direct advice win-
dow of the manoeuvre location into the direct advice. In
that case a direct advice is given in a window positioned
relative to said other location. This direct advice de-
scribes the manoeuvre to be carried out in relation to
the other location. An example in this respect is the mes-
sage "TURN LEFT SECOND ROAD".
[0033] Furthermore, in the case of a high vehicle
speed an adapted deceleration behaviour of the vehicle
can be taken into account. It has been found that at ve-
hicle speeds of up to approximately Vr, being the char-
acteristic speed for a given road, deceleration takes
place mainly by braking as described above with refer-
ence to Fig. 3. However, in cases where the vehicle
speed is significantly higher than Vr, it appears that de-
celeration takes place first of all by releasing the accel-
erator, and that the actual brakes are applied only later.
This results in a different vehicle behaviour upon ap-
proaching the manoeuvre location, which behaviour can
be used to adapt the boundaries of the windows to this
high speed.
[0034] To those skilled in the art it will be evident that
the navigation system in accordance with the invention
can be extended in various ways. An example of such
an extension is to render the boundaries of the windows
dependent also on the type of road on which the vehicle
travels. The instant, and hence the position, of issuing
of an instruction is thus rendered dependent on the kind
of road. Some examples of types of road defined in a
given embodiment of the system are stated hereinafter:

motorway
multi carriageway
single carriageway, ≥ 4 lanes
single carriageway, < 4 lanes
service road
parking place

A further possible extension is to make the boundaries
of the windows also dependent on the manoeuvre loca-
tion. This may concern the geometry of the manoeuvre
location as well as the type. Some examples of types of
manoeuvre locations defined in an embodiment of the
invention are:

motorway exit
motorway entrance
motorway bifurcation
multi carriageway bifurcation
roundabout

square

[0035] A further extension concerns the estimation of
the variation of the speed of the vehicle as it approaches
the manoeuvre location. As is described with reference
to Figs. 2 and 3, in a present embodiment of the system
a given model is used to predict the variation of the ve-
hicle speed. The system can be refined by utilizing the
actual speed variation, determined by measuring the ve-
hicle speed at a few successive instants, for more ac-
curate prediction of the expected vehicle speed. The
boundaries of the windows can thus be adapted even
more accurately to the actual situation. Another possible
extension concerns the adaptation of the issuing of in-
structions by the system to the driver. Such adaptation
can be based on commands for changes which are en-
tered by the driver himself. For example, a driver may
state that he wishes to receive the instructions at a
greater distance from the manoeuvre location or that he
does not wish to receive any audible life signs in given
circumstances. Adaptation may also be based on a
learning behaviour of the system on the basis of previ-
ous use. For example, when a given route has been
travelled a number of times already, the system can
adapt the instructions given to this fact; only minimum
directives can then be given, or directives only if devia-
tion from the traditional route is necessary because of
a traffic jam. Another example is that the system learns
from the driving behaviour of the driver on previous
routes and adapts the instructions on the basis thereof.

Claims

1. A vehicle navigation system, comprising a planner
for a route to be followed which includes the indica-
tion of a manoeuvre location (104) in which the ve-
hicle is to carry out a manoeuvre, detection means
for detecting an instantaneous vehicle location, and
an instruction generator for supplying a driver with
a direct advice describing the manoeuvre and a no-
tification for notifying the direct advice, character-
ised in that the system is arranged to issue a life
sign in order to indicate an operational status of the
system and that the instruction generator is ar-
ranged:

- to issue the direct advice if the vehicle is
present within a direct advice window (206)
which extends from a lower boundary (218) at
a distance DAmin from the manoeuvre location
to an upper boundary (216) at a distance DAmax
from the manoeuvre location,

- to issue the notification if the vehicle is present
within a notification window (204) which ex-
tends from a lower boundary (214) at a distance
NOmin from the manoeuvre location to an upper
boundary (212) at a distance NOmax from the
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manoeuvre location, and
- to issue the life sign when the vehicle is present

within a life sign window (202) which extends
from a lower boundary (210) at a distance LSmin
from the manoeuvre location,

whereby at least one of the boundaries is deter-
mined dynamically.

2. A system as claimed in Claim 1, wherein

- the direct advice window (DA) has a width
which corresponds to a travel time DAww of the
vehicle,

- between the direct advice window (DA) and the
notification window (NO) a distance exists
which corresponds to a travel time DANO of the
vehicle,

- the notification window (NO) has a width which
corresponds to a travel time NOww of the vehi-
cle, and

- between the notification window (NO) and the
life sign window (LS) a distance exists which
corresponds to a travel time NOLS of the vehi-
cle.

3. A system as claimed in Claim 2, wherein the bound-
aries of the windows are dependent on a period Tre-

sponse which is characteristic of a standard human
response time, wherein the boundaries of the win-
dows are dependent on an instantaneous speed V
of the vehicle at the time of issuing of the instruction
and on a predetermined speed Vj at which the ma-
noeuvre at the manoeuvre location is executed, and
wherein, when V is greater than Vj, the boundaries
of the windows are determined substantially by:

and wherein, when V is smaller than Vj, the bound-
aries are determined substantially by:

DAmin = V x Tresponse + (V
2

- Vj
2
) / 4

DAmax = DAmin + (V x DAww)

NOmin = DAmax + (V x DANO)

NOmax = NOmin + (V x NOww)

LSmin = NOmax + (V x NOLS)

DAmin = Vj x Tresponse

4. A system as claimed in Claim 3, being arranged to
determine the speed Vj on the basis of a number of
road-characterising parameters such as: a type of
road leading to the manoeuvre location, a class of
road, a number of lanes of the road, a type of ma-
noeuvre location, a type of area in which the ma-
noeuvre location is situated.

5. A system as claimed in Claim 3 or 4, being arranged
to increment, when the manoeuvre relates to a bi-
furcation or an exit, the boundaries of the windows
by a predetermined distance which corresponds to
a length of a road segment associated with the bi-
furcation or the exit.

6. A system as claimed in Claim 3, being arranged to
anticipate, during a brief period of time in which the
vehicle is accelerating after having entered a road
to the manoeuvre location, the reaching of a vehicle
speed Vr, which is characteristic of the relevant
road, for the determination of the speed for deter-
mining the boundaries.

7. A system as claimed in any one of the Claims 1 to
6, being arranged to issue a further direct advice
concerning a further manoeuvre to be carried out in
a further manoeuvre location in a further direct ad-
vice window and wherein the instruction generator
is arranged to concatenate the direct advice and the
further direct advice, in the condition where the dis-
tance between the respective direct advice win-
dows is smaller than the size of a further notification
window relating to the further manoeuvre.

8. A system as claimed in any one of the Claims 1 to
7, wherein the instruction generator is arranged to
issue, when the direct advice window of the ma-
noeuvre location contains another manoeuvre loca-
tion which is not associated with the route to be fol-
lowed, the direct advice in relation to said other ma-
noeuvre location.

Patentansprüche

1. Fahrzeugnavigationssystem, mit einem Planer für

DAmax = DAmin + (Vj x DAww)

NOmin = DAmax + (Vj x DANO)

NOmax = NOmin + (Vj x NOww)

LSmin = NOmax + (Vj x NOLS)
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eine zu folgende Route, der die Angabe eines Ma-
növrierortes (104) enthält, an dem das Fahrzeug
ein Manöver ausführen soll, Detektionsmitteln zum
Detektieren eines momentanen Fahrzeugortes und
einem Befehlsgenerator, um einen Fahrer mit ei-
nem direkten Ratschlag zu versehen, der das Ma-
növer beschreibt, und mit einer Benachrichtigung,
um den direkten Ratschlag zu melden, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass das System ausgebildet ist, um
ein Lebenszeichen zur Angabe eines Betriebssta-
tus des Systems auszugeben, und dass der Be-
fehlsgenerator ausgebildet ist:

- den direkten Ratschlag auszugeben, wenn das
Fahrzeug sich in einem Direkt-Ratschlagfen-
ster (206) befindet, das sich von einer Unter-
grenze (218) in einem Abstand DAmin vom Ma-
növrierort bis zu einer Obergrenze in einem Ab-
stand DAmax vom Manövrierort erstreckt,

- die Benachrichtigung auszugeben, wenn das
Fahrzeug sich in einem Benachrichtigungsfen-
ster (204) befindet, das sich von einer Unter-
grenze (214) in einem Abstand NOmin vom Ma-
növrierort bis zu einer Obergrenze (212) in ei-
nem Abstand NOmax vom Manövrierort er-
streckt, und

das Lebenszeichen auszugeben, wenn das
Fahrzeug sich in einem Lebenszeichenfenster
(202) befindet, das sich von einer Untergrenze
(210) in einem Abstand LSmin vom Manövrierort er-
streckt,
wobei zumindest eine der Grenzen dynamisch be-
stimmt wird.

2. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei

- das Direkt-Ratschlagfenster (DA) eine Breite
hat, die einer Fahrtdauer DAww des Fahrzeugs
entspricht,

- zwischen dem Direkt-Ratschlagfenster (DA)
und dem Benachrichtigungsfenster (NO) ein
Abstand liegt, der einer Fahrtdauer DANO des
Fahrzeugs entspricht.

das Benachrichtigungsfenster (NO) eine Brei-
te hat, die einer Fahrtdauer NOww des Fahrzeugs
entspricht, und

zwischen dem Benachrichtigungsfenster
(NO) und dem Lebenszeichenfenster (LS) ein Ab-
stand liegt, der einer Fahrtdauer NOLS des Fahr-
zeugs entspricht.

3. System nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Grenzen der
Fenster von einer Zeitdauer Tresponse abhängen,
die für eine menschliche Standardreaktionszeit
charakteristisch ist, wobei die Grenzen der Fenster
von einer momentanen Geschwindigkeit V des

Fahrzeugs zur Zeit der Ausgabe des Befehls ab-
hängen sowie von einer zuvor bestimmten Ge-
schwindigkeit Vj, mit der das Manöver am Manö-
vrierort ausgeführt wird, und wobei, wenn V größer
ist als Vj, die Grenzen der Fenster im Wesentlichen
bestimmt werden durch:

und wobei, wenn V kleiner ist als Vj, die Grenzen
im Wesentlichen bestimmt werden durch:

4. System nach Anspruch 3, das ausgebildet ist, die
Geschwindigkeit Vj auf Basis einer Anzahl von für
die Straße charakteristischen Parametern, wie z.B.
Typ der zu dem Manövrierort führenden Straße,
Klasse einer Straße, Anzahl Spuren der Straße,
Typ des Manövrierortes, Typ des Gebietes, in dem
der Manövrierort liegt, zu bestimmen.

5. System nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, das, wenn das Ma-
növer sich auf eine Gabelung oder eine Ausfahrt
bezieht, ausgebildet ist, die Grenzen der Fenster
um einen zuvor bestimmten Abstand zu erhöhen,
der einer Länge eines mit der Gabelung oder der
Ausfahrt zusammenhängenden Straßensegments
entspricht.

6. System nach Anspruch 3, das ausgebildet ist, wäh-
rend einer kurzen Zeitdauer, in der das Fahrzeug

DAmin = V x Tresponse + (V
2

- Vj
2
) / 4

DAmax = DAmin + (V x DAww)

NOmin = DAmax + (V x DANO)

NOmax = NOmin + (V x NOww)

LSmin = NOmax + (V x NOLS)

DAmin = Vj x Tresponse

DAmax = DAmin + (Vj x DAww)

NOmin = DAmax + (Vj x DANO)

NOmax = NOmin + (Vj x NOww)

LSmin = NOmax + (Vj x NOLS)
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beschleunigt, nachdem es eine Straße zu dem Ma-
növrierort eingeschlagen hat, das Erreichen einer
Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeit Vr, die für die betreffende
Straße charakteristisch ist, für die Bestimmung der
zum Bestimmen der Grenzen benötigten Ge-
schwindigkeit vorherzusehen.

7. System nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, das aus-
gebildet ist, einen weiteren direkten Ratschlag hin-
sichtlich eines an einem weiteren Manövrierort aus-
zuführenden weiteren Manövers in einem weiteren
Direkt-Ratschlagfenster auszugeben, und wobei
der Befehlsgenerator ausgebildet ist, um den direk-
ten Ratschlag und den weiteren direkten Ratschlag
zu verketten, sofern der Abstand zwischen den je-
weiligen Direkt-Ratschlagfenstern kleiner ist als die
Größe eines mit dem weiteren Manöver zusam-
menhängenden weiteren Benachrichtigungsfen-
sters.

8. System nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, wobei
der Befehlsgenerator ausgebildet ist, für den Fall,
dass das Direkt-Ratschlagfenster des Manövrieror-
tes einen anderen Manövrierort enthält, der nicht zu
der zu folgenden Route gehört, den direkten Rat-
schlag in Bezug auf den genannten anderen Manö-
vrierort auszugeben.

Revendications

1. Système de navigation pour véhicule, comprenant
un planificateur pour un itinéraire à suivre qui com-
prend l'indication d'un lieu de manoeuvre (104) où
le véhicule doit exécuter une manoeuvre, des
moyens de détection pour détecter une position ins-
tantanée d'un véhicule, et un générateur d'instruc-
tions pour fournir à un conducteur un avis direct dé-
crivant la manoeuvre et une notification pour notifier
l'avis direct, caractérisé en ce qu'il est conçu pour
émettre un signe de fonctionnement afin d'indiquer
un état opérationnel et en ce que le générateur
d'instructions est conçu :

- pour émettre l'avis direct si le véhicule se trouve
à l'intérieur d'une fenêtre d'avis direct (206) qui
s'étend d'une limite inférieure (218) située à
une distance DAmin du lieu de la manoeuvre
jusqu'à une limite supérieure (216) située à une
distance DAmax du lieu de la manoeuvre ;

- pour émettre la notification si le véhicule se
trouve à l'intérieur d'une fenêtre de notification
(204) qui s'étend d'une limite inférieure (214)
située à une distance NOmin du lieu de la ma-
noeuvre jusqu'à une limite supérieure (212) si-
tuée à une distance NOmax du lieu de la ma-
noeuvre, et

- pour émettre le signe de fonctionnement lors-

que le véhicule se trouve à l'intérieur d'une fe-
nêtre de signe de fonctionnement (202) qui
s'étend d'une limite inférieure (210) située à
une distance LSmin du lieu de la manoeuvre,

l'une au moins des limites étant déterminée
de manière dynamique.

2. Système suivant la revendication 1, dans lequel

- la fenêtre d'avis direct (DA) présente une lar-
geur qui correspond à un temps de déplace-
ment DAww du véhicule ;

- entre la fenêtre d'avis direct (DA) et la fenêtre
de notification (NO) existe une distance qui cor-
respond à un temps de déplacement DANO du
véhicule ;

- la fenêtre de notification (NO) présente une lar-
geur qui correspond à un temps de déplace-
ment NOww du véhicule, et

- entre la fenêtre de notification (NO) et la fenêtre
de signe de fonctionnement (LS) existe une dis-
tance qui correspond à un temps de déplace-
ment NOLS du véhicule.

3. Système suivant la revendication 2, dans lequel les
limites des fenêtres dépendent d'une période Tréac-

tion qui est caractéristique d'un temps de réaction
humain standard, dans lequel les limites des fenê-
tres dépendent d'une vitesse instantanée V du vé-
hicule au moment de l'émission de l'instruction et
d'une vitesse prédéterminée Vj à laquelle la ma-
noeuvre sur le lieu de la manoeuvre doit être exé-
cutée, et dans lequel, lorsque V est plus grande que
Vj, les limites des fenêtres sont déterminées essen-
tiellement par :

et dans lequel, lorsque V est plus petite que
Vj, les limites sont déterminées essentiellement
par :

DAmin = V x Tréaction + (V
2

- Vj
2
) / 4,

DAmax = DAmin + (V x DAww),

NOmin = DAmax + (V x DANO),

NOmax = NOmin + (V x NOww),

LSmin = NOmax + (V x NOLS),

DAmin = V x Tréaction,
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4. Système suivant la revendication 3, conçu pour dé-
terminer la vitesse Vj sur la base d'un certain nom-
bre de paramètres caractérisant la route tels que :
un type de route conduisant au lieu de la manoeu-
vre, une catégorie de route, un nombre de bandes
de circulation de la route, un type de lieu de ma-
noeuvre, un type de zone dans laquelle le lieu de la
manoeuvre est situé.

5. Système suivant l'une des revendications 3 ou 4,
conçu pour incrémenter, lorsque la manoeuvre con-
cerne une bifurcation ou une sortie, les limites des
fenêtres d'une distance prédéterminée qui corres-
pond à la longueur d'un tronçon de route associé à
la bifurcation ou à la sortie.

6. Système suivant la revendication 3, conçu pour an-
ticiper, au cours d'une brève période de temps du-
rant laquelle le véhicule accélère après s'être enga-
gé sur une route conduisant au lieu de la manoeu-
vre, le moment auquel sera atteinte une vitesse du
véhicule Vr, qui est caractéristique de la route en
question, pour la détermination de la vitesse pour
déterminer les limites.

7. Système suivant l'une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 6, conçu pour émettre un avis direct sup-
plémentaire concernant une autre manoeuvre à
exécuter à un autre lieu de manoeuvre à l'intérieur
d'une autre fenêtre d'avis direct et dans lequel le
générateur d'instructions est conçu pour concaté-
ner l'avis direct et l'avis direct supplémentaire, dans
la situation où la distance entre les fenêtres d'avis
direct respectives est inférieure à la taille d'une fe-
nêtre de notification supplémentaire concernant
l'autre manoeuvre.

8. Système suivant l'une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 7, dans lequel le générateur d'instructions
est conçu pour émettre, lorsque la fenêtre d'avis di-
rect du lieu de la manoeuvre contient un autre lieu
de manoeuvre qui n'est pas associé à l'itinéraire à
suivre, l'avis direct par rapport audit autre lieu de
manoeuvre.

DAmax = DAmin + (Vj x DAww),

NOmin = DAmax + (Vj x DANO),

NOmax = NOmin + (Vj x NOww),

LSmin = NOmax + (Vj x NOLS).
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